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Summary:
Kids and Science is a dynamic collection of hands-on science activities created especially
for young children from preschool to year 2.
These extraordinary activities will help young children develop a thinking approach to the
nature and processes of science. The subject matter is everyday things – water, light, insects,
seeds, sand and rocks, ramps and wheels, constructions and much more. Children will be
exploring, observing, recording and communicating – in other words, they will be doing
science as recommended in curriculum standards.
Clear, detailed, step-by-step instructions for every activity are presented in six different
resource books. Each book contains more than 25 engaging activities and includes lists of
readily-available everyday materials. There are helpful hints for simple preparation, plus
reproducible assessment records, parent letters and science home journals. They are the
perfect resources for every early childhood professional!
In this volume, Materials and Constructions, children investigate the physics of force, motion
and equilibrium through activities in which they construct walls, ramps, bridges, towers,
seesaws and wheeled vehicles. In addition, they classify building materials by strength,
weight and other properties. They also observe objects moving down slopes, investigate
chain reactions and build a pulley lift.
Related Resources:
• Kids and Science: Light, Colour and Shadows (IDA5380)
• Kids and Science: Rock, Sand, Soil and Fossils (IDA5381)
• Kids and Science: Water and Ice (IDA5382)
• Kids and Science: Insects and Other Crawlers (IDA5383)
• Kids and Science: Seeds and Weeds (IDA5385)
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